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Because the above doctoral thesis was submilled to a German university's (Bayreuth) depart
ment of history, the South African academia, especially theologians, might take long 10 know
about il - if at all. It is, however, a very important study for both the sUbjects of hislOry and
(Black) Theology.

In the first chapter, Snail discusses the Dutch Rdonned Church, what he calls "Boer
calvinism" and Afrikaner nationalism as an important backdrop against which the phe
nomenon of Black Consciousness should be understood. The second chapler looks al "aspects
of language" in South Africa. The rise of African nationalism and Black Consiousness in the
Carribbean, Uniled States and South Africa are the subjects of the third chapter. In the fourth
chapter "African" and "Indian" resistance to oppression from the Bambatha uprising of 1906
is discussed. Resistance in the 40s is discussed in chapter 5. The formalion of the Pan
Africanist Congress (PAC) and the African National Congress' (ANC) Freedom Chaner are
discussed in chapter sil(. The seventh and last chapter is devoted to the rise of the Black
Consciousness Movemenl in the late sixlies.

This study covers a wide historical period (aproximately pre-I652 10 the 1970s). This broad
ness is both a strenglh and a weakness. It is a strength insofar as it looks beyond the late fifties.
sixties and seventies for the origins of Dlack Consciousness in South Africa. The suggestion
thai early Dutch Reformed Calvinism and Afrikaner Nationalism (for example) are
"anlecedents" of the Dlack Consciousness Movement is very crealive. However this broadness
is a weakness insofar as it is an ambitious attempl 10 re-interpret Ihe entire South African
against the search-light of Black Consciousness. As a result some chapters lend to lack deplh.
The second chapter is a case in poinl. If this broadness leads 10 lack of depth, it docs not cause
Snail to sit on the fence. He sticks his necl.: OUI on many crucial issues in South African protest
politics - especially in chapter seven.

I recommend Ihis study very highly for all commilted theologians. South African Black the
ologians and historians cannot afford to ignore this valuable contribution by a very capable
colleague in the history faculty.

Till)'iko Sam Maluleke Depl. Missiology, Univ. of South Africa, Pretoria.
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